
Challenge
Medicare Bad Debt (MBD) can be a significant source of revenue leakage for hospitals; in fact, U.S. hospitals 

claim more than $3 billion in MBD annually. And in the past three years, the amount of bad debt coming from 

insured patients has risen more than five-fold. 

Cloudmed’s team noticed a pattern with several Midwestern and Northeastern clients reporting to the same 

Medicare Administrative Coordinator (MAC). After a Medicare Cost Report has been completed, hospitals have 

three years to reopen that report. When it came to MBD, these clients kept getting the same answer – No. Their 

MAC denied every request to reopen MBD requests, though other MACs across the nation allow reopenings.

Millions of dollars were at stake just for Cloudmed’s clients. To make any progress, the team knew they’d have to 

go directly to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).
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Solution
Cloudmed’s Government Navigation Suite team is made up of multiple former Medicare Administrative 

Contractors, auditors, and policy experts - people with an intimate knowledge of the system. The Cloudmed 

team knew the time it would cost the client to solve the problem, so they stepped up to advocate. 

A face-to-face meeting with CMS was essential. Working with legal experts, Cloudmed outlined a case based 

on evidence of continued denials over time. They bargained for a meeting while simultaneously building an 

argument on behalf of the client. 

Cloudmed’s team of subject matter experts carefully collected evidence to demonstrate how commonly MACs 

allow for MBD reopenings. Their case proved the arbitrary nature of the denied requests from this particular MAC, 

since hospitals elsewhere benefitted from reopening these negotiations.
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https://www.hfma.org/revenue-cycle/bad-debt/how-to-get-a-handle-on-medicare-bad-debt/#:~:text=This%20is%20a%20significant%20source,and%20uncollectable%20from%20the%20patient.
https://www.modernhealthcare.com/finance/insured-patients-become-top-reason-bad-debt-providers?adobe_mc=MCMID%3D19106391486881772170072390421004316349%7CMCORGID%3D138FFF2554E6E7220A4C98C6%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS%3D1661522348&CSAuthResp=1%3A%3A788283%3A6144%3A24%3Asuccess%3AE7D90904BF84602E4E4498A601049AC3


For an assessment performed by our expert team, contact connect@cloudmed.com

Cloudmed, an R1 company, helps healthcare systems maximize outcomes in a complex financial 
world. With industry-leading expertise and data-driven technology, we deliver actionable insights 
across the revenue cycle, helping providers boost productivity and increase revenue. We are proud 
to partner with over 3,100 healthcare providers in the United States to recover over $1.7 billion of 
underpaid or unidentified revenue annually.
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Results
Cloudmed’s government reimbursement team, along with legal experts and affected hospital 

representatives, met with CMS, prepared with data on the impacts of MBD for hospital finance.  

CMS listened with interest, and at the conclusion of meeting, said they would review the situation 

internally. Several months later, the MAC agreed to accept all future MBD reopenings.  

Now Cloudmed’s clients have recovered $13 million in leaked revenue. 
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Cloudmed has leaders who have worked in Medicare for 
more than 20 years. This experience is crucial – regulations 
can be interpreted in multiple ways, based on a single 
ambiguous word or comma. Long-timers have insights 
beyond the immediate language and can help navigate  
a very grey landscape.

Medicare Bad Debt Disproportionate Share (DSH) SSI Redetermination Worksheet S-10

Expertise Pays Off

Complementary Government Navigation Solutions

$13M 
LEAKED REVENUE  

RECOVERED

The efforts in advocating for these clients has brought value to other 

hospitals too. Much of the industry relies on CMS as the standard, so 

changing regulations can impact all hospitals. In this case,  

Cloudmed’s advocacy and partnership – working to draw unnoticed 

issues to CMS’s attention - set the standard for other healthcare 

systems across multiple states in that MAC’s jurisdiction.
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